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Abstract 
Traditional existentialism is in consonance with Christianity which propagates the ideology that God is a part and parcel of 
humanity and essential for our existence. Apparently modern thinkers of existentialism do not abide by this principle and are  
considered as atheists. The controversy between modernism and traditionalism has been highly debated. The demarcation 
between them has been brought into deem light in this paper by highlighting the views of staunch thinkers such as, Kierkegaard, 
Jaspers and Heidegger. 
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1. Introduction 
As a philosophical movement, secular existentialism with its liberal ideas has tried to encroach the fundamental 
religious beliefs in the west(Bakhshayesh Ardestani.A. 2008).The existentialism movement of the 20th century 
propagatesanti-religious slogans and poises the view that the concept of God per se can’t be a reason for His 
absolute existence and existential verity[Bakhshayesh Ardestani.A.(2008)].Existentialism believes in segregation of 
religion while governing the society and the concept of life has been created from the life of individuals in the 
world[Hydari.A.(2010)].Existentialism believes that verity is the approach and impression of each person and is 
against imposition of  moral values on individuals(Hydari.A. 2008) and refuses to believe in eternity(Hydari.A. 
2008). Christianity has been trying to safeguard itself from the harms of this movement by further emphasis of the 
traditional values. In Christianity  God is the omnipotence and omniscient and the individual is a reason for the 
existence of God and life is considered as a struggle to live eternally(Blakham. E. C. 1982).In other words, 
transcendental or eminent values of God are legal, moral and worldwide( Shahkvyy, M. H., 2009).  
2.Kierkegaard 
   Kierkegaard holds individuals responsible forunderstanding their inner selves. According to him human beings 
isn’t really human unless he or she is aware of this responsibility and assumes the ability to discover the needs of 
human beings( Shoary Nejad, AS.A., 2009). To this end man has to develop proximity with God and abstain from 
all evils which depart him from serenity and sanity[No kandeh. M. H. (2002)]. In his opinion existence and living is 
a way of life just like what is taught in Christianity [Blakham. E. C. (1982)]. In order to attain purity man 
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experiences phases of he donism,morality and religiosity. For some individuals this process is rapid and one  can 
jump from the of the lowest phase to the highest one .However, for majority of people this many not occur and 
continue a static life by remaining in particular phase(No kandeh. M. H. 2002). One who lives in the 
emotional(hedonism) phase would like to enjoy remaining parts of his life to the possible extent and dose not for 
geany moment without enjoy ment. For such a person everything  pleasure some event  is considered good. Such a 
person would always live in the world of emotions and he would be the slave of his emotions and wishes. Yet the 
miserable things are unpleasant for him(Blakham. E. C. 1982). Unlike emotional states, individual's moral and 
religious behaviors are faithful conscious acts from within. For instance, Prophet  Abraham's(peace be upon him) 
strong faith in God  encouraged him to scarify his son- Is mael. In this state of mind he did not go by his emotion  
and this was the biggest test or trial for the power of faith whi
temptation[Haghighat. L. Zare. A. (2008)]. Religion and morality are highly correlated. Yet Kierkegaard makes 
ity but 
the religiousness  is for passing morality"(Hydari.A. 2010, 58).  However, sometimes individuals do not pay 
attention to morality because they do not reach on the threshold of moralization have not  passed the threshold of 
moralization. According to Kierkegaard acceptance of  religion means passing from two phases of 'aestheticism', 
and 'morality'(Haghighat. L. Zare. A. 2008).Therefore, the moral phase is a prerequisite and introductory phase for 
part of religion have been stricken by a kind of baseless optimism. They  de
to materialistic activities and seriously deal with political and social issues and concern to do good deeds they would 
reach felicity. In fact, such an impression of religion is totally materialistic. In other words, it is a secular impression 
the 
world[Haghighat. L. Zare. A. (2008)]. 
    
would have a good world 
od. 
We are separated from God whether in desirable (ideal) world or undesirable world and if we want to reach religious 
and reach moral phase 
you should pass this phase to prepare your spirit for accepting command of the beloved even if his command is 
opposed to morality. However, morality is the introduction of faith or religion and since an individual can just have 
To sum up, Kierkegaard believes that religion and morality are two quiet distinct categories and basically 
religiousness means to pass morality and to deal with affairs beyond wisdom. In this connection most of moral 
affairs like mercy, compassion, affection, devotion are moral affairs which are consistent with religion and are 
developed and reformed by religion. conclusively religion teaches people to deal with affairs beyond wisdom which 
sometimes can be consistent with moral affairs. 
3.Jaspers  
The second philosopher whose ideas are worth discussing is Jaspers. He does not believe in a particular religion but 
has faith in God and dependency of human being on almighty for future direction in life[No kandeh. M. H. (2002). 
The faith Jaspers discusses  is called 'philosophical faith' which is not equated with religions. To have a 
religious language but it promotes and encourages a kind of optimistic faith that has made freedom and humanity to 
ensure the existence of an ultra- experimental dimension( Shahkvyy, M. H., (2009). Jaspers has triedto depart from 
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the christianitybycriticizing the basis of this faith and reinforcing thepaganism (atheism) of Sartre[Haghighat. L. 
the senses nor is invisible and we can only believe  in God[No kandeh. M. H. (2002).]. Therefore  connection with 
God is not the rational recognition to prove His existence but more a subject of faith (Shoary Nejad, AS.A., 
2009).Faith in God does not hail from worldly experiences but its source lies with freedom of human 
consider such a belief as a scientific recognition (attainment) but as a presence for existence. Therefore, we can 
believe in the existence of God without bringing scientific explanations(No kandeh. M. H. (2002). 
Jaspers believes that man's struggle to show a transcendental nature world is inclusive which is generally and 
ts and allegories[Haghighat. L. Zare. A. 
uch listening to 
secrets is the personal relation with God that can be achieved by secrets or the signs of God(No kandeh. M. H. 
approach Him. World of the visible or world of secrets is the middleman between God and us like mountains,plains, 
humans are different in the faith level or in the realization level. Any individual may realize the secrets at specific 
time and then forget them at some other time and he may be limited among inanimate things while the world around 
real role or value(Hydari.A. 2008) 
4.Heidegger 
opinion, can be truly explained only by considering his thinking method. 
Heidegger does not deny the existence of God and insists that it is essential for man to deal with the phenomenon of 
existence before proving the existence of God(Maggie. B, 2006).].His priority for existence and the equivocation 
(ambiguity) that existed in the subject of Godregarding the traditional supernatural cause, has become the prima 
facie fact for many critics to to consider him as paganism[Bakhshayesh Ardestani.A.(2008).]. Heidegger does not 
make direct reference to paganism and is a struggle to achieve an original thought which is essential before asking 
any kind of direct question regarding God(Maggie. B. 2006). In this respect his ideas have been interpreted in 
different ways.Some critics consider him mystic, religious and an excellent man[Hydari.A.(2008)] and some others 
call him a postmodern critic and skeptic[Bakhshayesh Ardestani.A.(2008). He is under severe attach as an anti-
religious, authoritarian and fascist manfor joining hands with Nazis by being a theorists at the service of the shroud 
politicians and aristocrats (Malekian, M., 2001).  Never the less, Heidegger is known more as a moderate 
philosopher with deep intuition and deep concern about the problems or issues of existence or essence. His ideas and 
views are still unknown and interpreted vague and ambiguous[Perot,1994). When major parts of his writing are in 
German language and are yet to be translated, it unjust and unfair to judge about Heidegger without considering this 
point that(Perot ,1994). 
Conclusion 
 
There is a great consensus between Kierkegaard, Jaspers and Heidegger regarding faith and belief in God which 
is in consonance with Christianity. The existentialism theorists adhere to the traditional principles and cannot be 
considered as atheists. In religious schools such as Christianity an outsider or stranger 
and theism means to refer to the principle or root. One offers prayers to God with proper aim. The phenomenon 
of'decision' in existentialism which refers to the dignity of human being and his right  to decide about his life.Human 
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beings with two distinct qualities of carnal (sensual) or bestial egotend to indulge in acts which are treated as evils  
orgood deeds by remembering God as the witness of their acts. 
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